We describe a general experimental approach yielding the entire transmission matrix of a multiprobe mesoscopic conductor. Results are presented for several new investigations with ballistic semiconductor nanostructures enabled by this technique. We measure the transmission coefficients for an open cross junction emploving a sample design which is an almost literal realization of the Landauer-Buttiker model and verify that these transmission coefficients are consistent with Hall and bend resistance anomalies obtained by resistance measurements at low magnetic fields. Other investigations utilize a pinched cross junction in which two of the probes are separated &om the channel by quantum point contacts. This series arrangement of point contacts allows a sensitive momentum spectroscopy of the emitted distribution. Even in the case of a single propagating mode through the constrictions, we observe modal feaNres in the outgoing distribution, This indicates that the potential is spatially nonadiabatic even though conductance quantization is observed. This pinched geometry also allows the first fully characterized realization of weakly coupled probes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Landauer-Biittiker formula, i which treats transport as a scattering problem, 's has provided the context for understanding transport in many types of mesoscopic structures. The formula's success in describing transport in ballistic structures relies on the fact that electrical conduction is dominated by a single scattering region. In this work, we present an experimental technique enabling measurement of the transmission coefficients for ballistic multiprobe microstructures. We will describe samples we have designed which are almost literal realizations of the idealized Landauer-Biittiker model.
A generalized multiprobe scattering structure as microfabricated in a degenerate two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is shown in Fig. 1 . A scattering region is fed by quasi-one-dimensional teads, each of which has a finite number of occupied transverse states, or modes An.
incoming electron in mode n of lead j is scattered into mode m of lead i. The quantum-mechanical amplitude for this process is given by t, j m".The Landauer 
II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The formalism culminates in the development of measurable voltages at each reservoir given by the steady-state chemical potentials over the electronic charge, V; = p, ;/e. Time-reversal invariance implies that the microscopic transmission amplitudes satisfy t;j, "(B) =t, ', "(-B) .
This implies that the transmission coefficients satisfy the reciprocity relation:T ' (B) =T'(-B).
Equations (1) and (2) are derived under the assumption of quantum-mechanical phase coherence. Buttiker, however, has shown that the introduction of phasebreaking scatterers is equivalent to the introduction of additional reservoirs, which one constrains to have no net effect on the current. s The Landauer-Biittiker formula and the reciprocity relations, therefore, hold equally well in the case of classical ballistic transport. Equation (1) gives the conductance of the multiprobe system; that is, the current response to voltages applied to each of the leads. Thus far, only resistances have been measured experimentally. In this case, fixed currents are applied to the leads and voltages are measured. In a fourprobe measurement, we apply a given current at curmnt leads (into k and out I) and measure the chemical potential difference at voltage leads (from rn to n) where the currents are constrained to be zero. This standard experimental configuration permits study of one portion of the total voltage drop along the current path. From Eq.
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The other columns of the transmission matrix can be obtained by changing the source lead and following the same procedure.
In an experiment, however, the situation is less ideal. which is ion-etched into the semiconductor. Two electron beam lithography steps using a JEOL JBX-5DII system follow. Using a single level PMMA mask and exposure to 500-eV Ne+ ions, i2 four of the fingers are isolated from the 2DEG and the mesa is divided into four rectangular regions connected at the center. This provides a gross partitioning of the mesa into reservoirs which is effective without application of any gate bias. In a second step using a bilevel PMMA process, four Cr/Au gates, 100 nm thick, are added. When a negative bias is applied to these gates with respect to the 2DEG, the "scatterer" is defined. As an example, we show in Fig. 5 In Sec. IV C, we will present significant modifications to the adiabatic saddle-point picture of the quantum point contact.
The "scatterer" studied in this section, the pinched cross junction, is shown in the SEM micrographs of Fig.   11 
B. Turning coefBcients
In Fig. 16 , we display the right-turning coefficients (TR) for transport from the main channel into one of the quantum point contacts, T4i and T2s. In Fig. 17 Our data, however, show side lobes even for bias a, i.e. , even tohen only the lotoest transverse mode pro@a gates through the constriction. In this case, higher modal components can only become occupied for a point contact potential which is non adiabati-c, as in the case of the model potential in Fig. 21(d In Fig. 22 a, region in mode conversion. We focus on the mode conversion from the first to the third modes, which is manifested as the shoulder as the shoulder in the emitted flux distribution for curve a of Fig. 22(a) Fig. 23(b) , we can observe the corresponding decrease in intermode scattering from mode one to mode three.
Our model of a short quantum point contains a nonadiabatics4 potential. This is completely consistent with the conductance quantization observed in Fig. 12 Fig. 22(a) . In Fig. 25 , we plot the conductance of the constriction as a function of the saddle-point potential Vo. As Vo is increased from 0 to E~, the conductance shows clearly quantized plateaus.
D. Reproducibility of quantum point contact potentials
In the model we have proposed above, we attribute features in the injected flux distribution to details in the potentials of the quantum point contact. In particular, the side lobes of the distribution are expected to be very dependent on intermode scattering, which is, in turn, quite dependent on nonadiabaticity of potentials.
Our method of extracting the transmission coefficients is accomplished by means of a least-squares fit to an overdetermined linear system, as described in Sec. IIA.
The extra information permits us to study fluctuations in the quantum point contact potential that occur during the four or more hours required to complete the measurement.
We plot the variance in T4z in Fig. 26 least-squares fit T42 for bias c. We note the absolute magnitude of the variance is always & 5%. The interesting point to note, however, is that the variance is peaked at magnetic fields corresponding to the shoulders in T42, that is, to those parts of the distribution corresponding to higher-order mode injection. It is exactly these features in the curve that we expect to be most sensitive to changes in the point contact potential, since we picture them as arising from the detailed shape of a critical path. Similar peaks in the variance are found for the other transmission coefficients at magnetic fields corresponding to transmission of side-lobe features. We stress that these small changes most likely result from microscopic discrete rearrangement of trapped charge in the Al Ga1,As, occurring during the course of the several hours required to take the magnetic-field sweeps. During this time, gate bias and temperature are held fixed.
In addition, we have studied the reproducibility of point contact potentials with thermal cycling. In Fig.  27 Fig. 29(a) . This result differs considerably from previous calculations. All previous theoretical calculations predict form factors which go to zero monotonically as magnetic field goes to zero. These involve simple models in which the weak coupling is achieved by a tunnel barrier in which the transmission is proportional to~8@c/Bz~s, where @Ii is the unperturbed wire wave function and the derivative is evaluated at the wire edge where the voltage probe is attached. However, the form factor we have extracted in Fig. 29 instead shows structure due to the details of the momentum distribution injected by the weakly coupled probes and due to the exact nature of the scattering from the potentials induced in the neighborhood of the probes.
In Fig. 29(b where k"=nm/W, which for W large is a nearly continuous momentum distribution. Deriving 
